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About This Software

TcNo TimeKeeper helps you shorten the time you spend editing a video by helping you remember exactly where you need to be
in the video. Stop spending time scrubbing hours of video, and work on a better final product. (This is NOT editing or recording

software, you still need those to record and edit videos as usual)

Who is this for?

 Livestreamers

 Podcasters

 Video creators (YouTube, Vimeo, etc.)

 Video editors (If the creator uses TcNo TimeKeeper)

Features

Save storage space: If no times were noted before the end of the recording, you'll be presented with an automatic option to
delete files created after the recording started individually or altogether.

Controlled easily: Setting hotkeys correctly will allow seamless integration with any recording software.
Remote control from any WiFi and web-enabled device: Use a phone, tablet or even another PC to control the program.

This makes it perfect for those without direct access to a computer while recording, such as in a podcasting situation.
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Compatible with every recorder and editing software

The program outputs times you record into a text file or .csv, for later use. If you don't edit your own work, send this as well as
whatever else you need to an editor and they can use the times. The program does not interact with recording or editing

software directly. You still need recording and editing software, this does not substitute either, it's purely another tool to help
speed up the editing process.

How do I use the program?

While recording content (on any device with any software), have TcNo TimeKeeper open. When something noteworthy occurs
that you or an editor needs to come back to in editing, press the hotkey you assigned to make a note of the time. When you or

someone else is editing the video, they know exactly where to go and don't have to spend hours scrubbing through video finding
good parts, missing hundreds on the way. Spending less time searching allows creators to create better final products.

The program is lightweight, and designed to run in the background, without interrupting the user; making it perfect for
Livestreamers, Podcasters and content creators alike to use it, without the audience even knowing.

Easy to understand

The program was created to be simple, and understandable by anyone. Once downloaded, set up the hotkeys you want, and if
possible set the start/stop recording hotkey to the same as your recording software, so they both start simultaneously. While

recording press the note keys to remember certain moments in the recording.

Does it work with X or Y recording/streaming software?

The program works independently from recording software. It doesn't matter what program you use to record, heck you can
even use hardware if you want. The program just suggests that you set the hotkeys to the same as your recording software for

ease of use, it doesn't matter what software you use at all. This works with any and all recording software. If however there are
issues, I'm always working on improving the program.

Does this program record or edit video? Will I still need recording/editing software?

No, TcNo TimeKeeper does NOT record, edit or interact with your video in any way. Yes, you will still need recording and
editing software for video creation, as usual. This program is here just to help you better know the footage you record so that
when you or an editor gets around to editing, they can simply skip to where they need to be and edit faster. When you use this

tool and make note of important events as you're recording, you'll be able to quickly find them in the hours of footage you
record. When you spend less time looking for good content in footage, you'll have more time to spend on polishing the final

video.
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tecno timekeeper

This game is seriously amazing. Quite likely one of, or perhaps even THE best horror game I've every played. A truly unreal
atmosphere with fantastic challenge, a beautifully dark world and some of the best sound design in any game. The plot is
wonderfully mysterious and I still think about this game almost a year after finishing it.

If you enjoy horror games you're seriously missing out by not playing this.
It's unforgiving but fair, repulsive but beautiful. I generally am not a fan of top down 2D games but this goes above and beyond.

GET THIS GAME.. Worst game ever played. Not finished, bugged, ugly.. Very easy "perfect game". Not too hard, had a few
decent jump scares. Not the best graphics, story has potential. Just really small and simple. If there would be a neutral I would
pick that instead of negative.
The game is not bad, just not something I enjoy for longer time.

It just reminds me too much of a (free to play) mobile title with a lot of repetition and grinding.
For people who really enjoy the combat it may be a good investion, but there the game is just not tight enough for me.

I recomend all to try the demo, to see if you like the gameplay or not.

+ Quite unique puzzle gameplay.
+ The game is all in all quite well done, no big bugs noticed to now.
+ The characters play different, the enemies and the levels as well.
+ And there are upgrades which also change the way you play, making them more than gimmicks
+ There are quite some (optional) challenges later.

- The "random" generated levles can have big differences in difficulty
- The game seems to be made with mobile also in mind.
- The game gets a bit grindy and the randomness is not always fun.. Likes child's game..... Fun, no perfect solution.. A very good
game if you aren't looking for too much of a challenge. Some others have complained that you can use special moves like
paralyze or stun on bosses, but for me that makes me like this game even more! It took me about 20 hours total to do all of the
side quests, etc. Not a bad buy for the price. Enjoy!. Best be ready for pixel perfect button presses. I play this because I have no
friends. I got to kill humanity with ligma

69\/9 would play again
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Not worth the 50 cents, not worth the 84 meg download. Animation is wooden, movement is choppy, and the muzzle flash looks
like a texture tear. 1\/10. At least the quit button works correctly.. costs less than a pack of winnie blues and wont give you
cancer either ay thats heaps good.. Beautiful... T_T. Got caught watching porn...a couple times but that never stopped me. THE
FAP SESSION IS ON!

Besides that *fap fap fap the game is decently made, the only problem is....no save point so if you want to SAVE each photo
you have to start all over...so yes...Night 3, you start all over to Night 4 etc etc.

I heard it only saves every 5 days and sometimes my dad will show up very quickly through the closet *fap fap and or attic, that
freaks me out more than a boy trying to watch hentai porn as his dad checks on him every second.
This game is worth it's price tag, the pictures are nicely drawn the game is pretty fun though I wish they'd add more variety to
how he comes out.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=D3vXmR_kJXU

10\/10 would fap again.. Fun gameplay with beautiful graphics, brought down by absoutely ear-gradding voice acting. Play with
the sound off.. So usually, i don't write reviews but considering this is one of the best VNs i've played and it doesn't look like it
got that much attention, i really felt the need to.

First of all, this first episode (which i hope there will be more of) of Grand Kokoro has the perfect length. The story is paced
really well and the 5 hours passed very quick. This game doesn't have many choices and none of them are affecting the
progression - which is great because i really grew tired of these VNs making you brute force all possible paths for tens of hours
to finally get the "real" ending.

That being said, i completed this episode in one session because the story was really engaging. Grand Kokro tells a story about
friendship, love and trust, along with metal illness and the "bigger plot" going on. It's a mix of great, wholesome and sometimes
funny moments, as well as the dark ones which - not only once - managed to make me shed way too many tears.

Some characters are a bit on the stereotype-y side but never to the point where it gets annoying and luckily these traits mostly
are getting dropped as the story progresses. Most characters are really well written, the dialouges feel like actual people talking
and their motivations are understandable. The protagonist - Elijah Grand - was very relatable to me on a personal level and i was
always feeling what he felt (hence the tears).

The VN-framework Seram Studios have used has a lot of flaws - for instance you cannot enable fullscreen, if you resize the
window, the texts and controls are buggy. This was only a minor inconvenience for me, because i played it via Steam Link
(which basically scales the window's content to the tv's resolution). Otherwise you would have to find a way to scale the VN to
fullscreen without affecting the actual window's size - i wouldnt know which software you could achieve that with.

Given the price and the length, there are few reasons to not play\/read Grand Kokoro, if you are remotely into (BL) visual
novels
One of the perfectly valid reasons to not read it is that the VN is everything but light-heared and some its themes may trigger
you - please read the developer's description if you have known triggers.
I absolutely loved Grand Kokro (Ep. 1) and all that's left for me now is waiting and hoping for the second episode.. From
2Chance Projects comes Frosty Kiss, the seeming short sequel to the game Everlasting Summer. After having only played one
route of Everlasting Summer so far, I really didn’t want to have to wait to play Frosty Kiss as it seemed to be a sweet, and
adorable little game, so I just dove right in.

I actually had a lot of fun with this game. I wasn’t expecting much, and I didn’t get much, length wise, but it was sweet. The
artwork was sweet to look at, the audio was nice to listen to and the stories were short enough that I could go through all of them
in one sitting, and not have to keep coming back to the game. Even with only a basic knowledge of all the characters, it was still
easy to know who they were and to even know what choices to choose to get the routes for certain characters.

This is one of the easiest games I have ever completed, in all honesty. It was very short, very simple fun, and it was a really
lovely game to sit and play for a short while. I’d definitely recommend this to visual novels lovers who want a bit of a break
from their usual games.. This is DOA and should be removed from Steam. The game performs a check for an ancient version of
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Internet Explorer for Java plugins - it prompts with an error if it can't find "Java" even if you have it installed.

There's no developer support for this bug and the game will not launch under Windows 10. A few people have complained
miserably in the Steam forums but there's no help there for those poor souls.

Maybe if you have a legacy computer?

Gamebreaking launcher bug and *zero* developer support - no way this can be recommended. It does not run.. Based on the
Lite Retail version of the Windows 95 Promoware on the YDKJ Vol.1 Disc, I used to beat the Lite Version Time & Again.
Those were good times for me & the best Volume in the YOU DON'T KNOW JACK CD-ROM Trivia Series.. Casual
difficulty eases things with enemy damage and what not, but that doesn't help the fact that it's a platforming NIGHTMARE.
Definitely NOT the game I could relax too.
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